I am quoted this morning [June 20, 2014] in Blair Kamin’s column in the Chicago Tribune on the Trump sign issue. We spoke yesterday about the history of
sign regulation in the city and how the authors of the seminal book on the International Style, Hitchcock and Johnson (1932), prescribed sans serif lettering for
modern buildings to respect their visual delicacy. They also urged architects to articulate a visual separation between sign and building. The rooftop sign was
one way to do this. Rooftop signs were banned in progressive Chicago around the time of the Chicago Plan (1910), but returned with a vengeance in the 1920s.
Chicago architect Alfred Alschuler showed other ways, in the 1930s, to articulate but visually integrate bold graphics with building design, respecting the nature
of the façade without becoming timid. Sullivan and Burnham had, decades earlier, inspired architects to incorporate sign design in ways that only European
designers had attempted at the time. Chicago led the nation in terms of sign regulation and integration. And the city evolved and matured in its approach to
signs, permitting some spectacular work by both architect and dedicated sign designer.
— MARTIN TREU
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